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The set of full cycles in a Young coset of the symmetric group (arising from 
polynomial identities of n x n-matrices) is given a graph theoretical description 
and its cardinality is computed. Primitive cosets are given yet another charac- 
terization. 
Let Sk denote the symmetric group on {l,..., k}, and consider n disjoint 
sets A, ,..., A, whose union is {l,..., k}. The group G = (a~& 1 &UC&, 
i = l,..., n} is called a Young subgroup of Sk on the rows Ai, and its right 
cosets K = GT in Sk are called (right) Young cosets of Sk . Let r be the set 
of all full cycles (i.e. cycles of length k) in Sk and for any subset K of S, 
put I’, = K n r. In [4] and [5] the multilinear polynomial identities of 
n x n-matrices (in k - 1 variables) are characterized in terms of the sets 
r, , with K a Young coset, and the desirability of an explicit description 
of these sets is indicated. Previous results on 1 f, /, the cardinality of I’, 
[5, Theorem 8 and Corollary 91 all involved integral multiples of the number 
Z; = (Z, - l)! ..* (Z, - 1) ! where li = 1 Ai I. In this note we give a graph 
theoretical description of the sets I’, , and determine the number ( r, /, 
which in fact turns out to be a multiple of lG . 
In what follows we fix a Young subgroup G on the rows A, ,..., A, and a 
right coset K of G satisfying r, # rzr . For y in r, and 1 < i < n let a,(i) 
be the first member of Ai to appear in the sequence (1, ly, ly2,..., ly”-l). 
We write y N y’ in case u,(i) = a,(i) for i = l,..., n. Clearly, N is an equiv- 
alence relation on r, . 
THEOREM 1. Each equivalence class of r, (relative to =) has car- 
dinality ro . 
Proof. Choose a permutation T in K and construct a digraph (directed 
graph) DK as follows. DK = (VK , EK) has a vertex set V, = {vl ,..., v,] 
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and a set of arcs E, = (e, ,..., eK}, where e, is an arc from vi to vj iff UT-l E Ai 
and a E Aj . Note that the dependence of DK on T is only apparent, for if u 
is another element of K then 70-l E G, whence a7-l and au-l = a+(~u-~) 
lie in the same Ai . 
We now extablish a bijective correspondence between I’, and the set of 
Eulerian circuits in & . Notationally, we identify a cycle y in r with the 
sequence (1, ly,..., ly”-l) and an Eulerian circuit in Dk with an alternating 
sequence of vertices and arcs (vi, , ea, , vi, , ems , v#~ ,..., ea, , vix), where al = 1, 
ea, is an arc from vdyel to vi, (1 < v d k), a, # a,, for 1 < v < TV < k, 
and ik = iO. For y in r, let y* = (vi,, el , vi,, e,, , vi, ,..., el,,k-l , vi>, 
where Aiy is the row containing ly”-l, 1 < v < k, and i,, = ik . Since 
y7-l E G, we have (1~“) 7-l = ly”-l(y~-~) E Aty and so e,,v is an arc from 
vi, to vi,+, (0 < v < k). Thus y* is an Eulerian circuit in DI, . Conversely, 
starting with an Eulerian circuit E = (vi, , ea, , vix , ea, , vgz ,,.., e,+ , vi,) 
in D, (with a, = I), we assert that the cycle y = (u1u2 1.. a& lies in K. 
Indeed, it follows from the definition of DI, that a, and a&T-‘) = cZ,+~T-~ 
both lie in Aiy (0 < v < k), whence yT-1 E G and y E K, as asserted. It is 
now clear that the map y + y* establishes the desired bijective corre- 
spondence. 
For y in r, , consider the subgraph of Dk on the arcs e,+) , i # il . 
(As before, Ai1 is the row containing 1). Since e,+) is the first arc in y* 
to enter the vertex vi , T, is seen to be a spanning tree from ai1 in DK ([3, p. 281). 
Also, T, = T,* iff y N y’ whence the cardinality of the =-equivalence class 
of y equals the number of Eulerian circuits 6* in DK with T6 = T, . But this 
number is known from the BEST Theorem of graph theory (so named after 
de Bruijn and van Aardenne Ehrenfest [2] and Smith and Tutte [6]; see 
[3, Section 1.81): Noting that li gives the in-degree of a vertex vi in DK (or 
its out-degree, which is the same), it is seen to be just I, . This completes the 
proof of the theorem. 
The foregoing proof actually shows that 1 r, 1 = lofK, where tK is the 
number of spanning trees from vi, in the digraph D, (equivalently, from any 
or to any other vertex in DK). This number, again, is known from graph 
theory ([I]; see [3, 1.8]), and is given as follows. Write K = GT and let 
Iii denote the number of a E Ai with T(a) E Aj (i.e. the number of arcs from 
vi to Uj in DK). Define an n x 12 matrix M = (mii) by setting mii = Ii, 
for i # j and mii = li - iii . Then all the cofactors of M have the same 
value tK . Thus we have 
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Remarks. (1) We have associated with each Young coset K satisfying 
I’, # O, an Eulerian digraph DK . Conversely, this construction can be 
reversed to show that every Eulerian digraph is a D, for a suitable Young 
coset K satisfying r, # D . More generally, a digraph D is a D, for some 
Young coset K iff all its connected components are Eulerian. 
(2) Our notation here differes from [4] and [5] in that a permutation is 
written on the right of its operand, and the meaning of products is changed 
accordingly. Thus right Young cosets here correspond to left Young cosets 
in [4] and [5]. Note, however, that the sets r,, and r,, are conjugate and 
so have the same number of elements. 
In [5] primitive Young cosets were discussed, and various characterizations 
of them given. Recalling that K is primitive iff 1 r, ) = IG , we obtain the 
following graphical characterization. 
COROLLARY 3. K is primitive if and only if DK is Eulerian and has a 
unique spanning tree from a vertex. 
Remark. It is easy to prove corollary 3 directly using, say, [5, 
Corollary 11 (iii)] as the definition of a primitive coset. Then, conversely, 
the fact that K is primitive iff 1 r, / = 2; becomes a corollary of the theorem 
of graph theory cited above. A few other results from [5] can also be 
similarly reproved. 
We conclude with an explicit description of the class of graphs mentioned 
in Corollary 3. Recall that a digraph D = (V, E) is an elementary circuit 
iff it is Eulerian and 1 V / = 1 E / (note that loops, i.e. digraphs with one vertex 
and one arc, are included). We say that a digraph D = (V, E) is obtained 
from D1 = (V, , E1) and D, = (V, , &) by gluing at a vertex v iff 
V = V, u V, , E = E1 u E2 and V, n VZ = {v}. Call a digraph D a Sabra 
iff there is a finite sequence of digraphs D1 ,..., D, such that D, is an ele- 
mentary circuit, Di+l is obtained from Di and some elementary circuit by 
gluing at a vertex, and D, = D. It can be shown that D is a Sabra iff D is 
Eulerian and has a unique spanning tree from a vertex. Invoking Corollary 3, 
we have 
COROLLARY 4. K is primitive if and only if DK is a Sabra. 
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